Since May 2021, Dolphin Drilling has been using IFS to reduce offshore manual work through digitalization, improve workflow, support global finance including intercompany and consolidation processes, improve operational visibility and provide employees with the best user experience. The solution is standard, with only one customization, and the software is kept up to date automatically (evergreen).

Based on the IFS best practice Oil & Gas Industry Accelerator, Dolphin Drilling selected the IFS solution in July 2020. IFS is now deployed across onshore sites in Brazil, Nigeria, Norway, Mexico, and Scotland and a fleet of three offshore rigs.

**Digital backbone**

Svein Bjørnstad, Chief Information Officer at Dolphin Drilling AS explains, “Our IFS ERP system is quite simply the backbone of our business. As an offshore drilling company operating multiple mobile units, we face some of the most technically challenging conditions in the industry. We need a system that ensures we can always manage and maintain visibility of operations effectively, including very robust data replication capabilities for periods when assets go offline due to conditions or maneuvers.”

IFS capabilities currently in use include global finance; projects; maintenance; supply chain; health, safety environment & quality (HSEQ); human capital management (HCM); rental management; human resources (HR); and customer relationship management (CRM). The solution also provides replication and data synchronization between onshore sites and offshore vessels; site move; and transport order (offshore logistics). The solution serves 500 IFS users.

**Replication and synchronization**

Replication is a complex challenge for any ERP and involves orchestrating many business rules. Bjørnstad observes, “It’s important to ensure the onshore and offshore setup is correct at the outset. We’ve been running with IFS replication capabilities since May 2021, and so far we’ve been able to operate
"Offshore drilling is complex, and IFS ensures we prioritize safety across our offshore operations and optimize accredited assets and equipment to minimize or negate our environmental impact."

Svein Bjørnstad, Chief Information Officer, Dolphin Drilling Offshore AS
Another important area for digitalization is document management. “The beauty of document management within IFS is that it’s intrinsically linked to the process”, says Bjørnstad. “That’s really helpful, for instance, for offshore workers needing to find documents to complete work orders quickly, or for specific inventory purchasing tasks. We’re currently still using ProArc, a dedicated document management solution we’ve had for several years, but we’re discussing the possibility of introducing IFS document management for rigs and operations.”

In addition, Bjørnstad also sees the opportunity to digitize many HSEQ workflows on rigs, which are currently manual or paper-based, into IFS. “The module means that if an engineer notices something awry on a rig job, they can instantly capture and share an observation into the system. We’re looking forward to maximizing value from it.”

Solus modification

When Dolphin Drilling debated moving to IFS it found there were more than 1000+ modifications in our former SAP system to address. Bjørnstad explains, “By challenging each of these through a steering committee, we were able to identify only one area – HR – where a modification was really justified. In the case of IFS, with only one customization, the standard release could deliver all the functionality we would need and remain up-to-date automatically.”

Implementation advice

What advice would Bjørnstad offer to other oil drilling companies considering an IFS implementation? “In our own case, our implementation project was completed within 9 months and came in on budget. What I would say is invest in proper planning before you start the project. and ensure you align the migration strategy with your domain experts. Stay away from any modifications if not deemed mandatory.”

“Know your implementation team and get the right resources; it’s essential that the consultants understand the industry and how the IFS application can provide a solution to fulfill offshore industry requirements spanning mobile assets, supply chain and workforce.”

Moment Of Service™

When it comes to how IFS supports the company’s operational delivery, Bjørnstad is clear the moment of service centers around compliance. “We have several stakeholders and, rightly, are under constant regulatory scrutiny. Offshore drilling is complex, and IFS ensures we prioritize safety across our offshore operations and optimize accredited assets and equipment to minimize or negate our environmental impact,” he says.

Benefits seen using IFS

- Increased visibility
- Less manual processing
- Always up-to-date platform (evergreen)
- Robust automated replication and synchronization
- Enables condition-based maintenance
- Mobile-ready
- Global solution
- Just one HR customization

Find out more

Further information, e-mail info@ifs.com, contact your local IFS office or visit our web site, ifs.com